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And for the so-called cold cases have hope, especially when they are resolved by persistent retired police 

officers of good intuition like Detective Ilario Sartori. After 20 years and six months, Italian police have 

identified a man whose lifeless body, full of sunburn and no clothes, was found in the sea near the Isle of 

Capraie, halfway between Livorno and Corsica. The man is Zlatku Brajku, then 34-year-old, who was 

found on June 18, 1998, after having been floating in the sea for days. 

 It was impossible to reveal the identity of the ring worn on his hand, with the woman's name engraved 

below it, the Casio wristwatch and the shoe size 47, but this was helped by the striking hole in his chin 

recognized by Sartori. . An autopsy at the Pisa University of Medicine confirmed that the NN person had 

drowned at the time and that there were no traces of violent on the body. Every attempt at identification 

was in vain, including the television coverage of the Italian show "Chi l'ha visto?" ("Who saw them?").  

Investigator Ilario Sartori had promised himself that he would "do anything to get the deceased's name." 

An inspector from Livorno did not stop after retiring. He thoroughly checked all available missing persons 

pages in the modernized EU system. When he came up with the photo of Zlatko Brajko, he returned to 

1998 because Brajko, like the drowning man, had a characteristic hole in his chin. - Hope is either there 

or not. We had it.  

We waited for him every summer, looking out into the open. But instead of hope, the painful truth has 

arrived. Livorno police officers led by Detective Sartori showed great humanity and professionalism. And 

thank you indescribably - Zlatko Brajka's sister told Jutarnji List. Shortly before his disappearance, Brajko 

told the family that he would devote himself to humanitarian work in Africa. 


